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This evening we are going to look at CleanMyMac X, what is it and why you might want consider using.



MacPaw, The Company
• Software development company with 

HQ in Kyiv, Ukraine  

• Produces software cleaning tools and 
apps for macOS, iOS and Windows 

• Founded in 2008 by Oleksandr 
Kosovan with launch of CleanMyMac 

• Anticipated war circumstances and 
operations are not impacted 

MacPaw is a software development company with headquarters in Kyiv, Ukraine that produces software cleaning tools and various apps for macOS and iOS, 
and Windows PC. The company was founded in 2008 by Oleksandr Kosovan, and CleanMyMac has been its flagship product since that time. His company 
name paid tribute OS X Cheetah and Tiger at the time.

(from their web site) We at MacPaw have been preparing for these war circumstances and were already mainly working remotely to ensure no disruptions in 
the support and development of our products. Although our office is located in Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, we securely host all of our infrastructure and 
user data on Amazon Web Services. The cloud service server's physical location is outside Ukraine.

Paddle, the payment provider MacPaw works with, operates from the United Kingdom. The company treats user payment details with great care and 
complies with world data privacy and security standards.

So in our day-to-day operations, nothing is going to change for you. MacPaw products will continue to work flawlessly and receive timely updates. Our 
support team will keep responding to all your messages.

I’ve generally heard very positive comments about their customer support.  I’ve had no problems with the product and have not yet had an occasion to try 
it out.



MacPaw Products

Product Portfolio:
CleanMyMac - Mac cleaner tool
ClearVPN - private VPN app
CleanMyPC - Windows PC cleaner tool
CleanMyDrive - external drive cleaner
Setapp - digital distribution platform for apps
Gemini - duplicate file scanner
Gemini Photos - camera roll cleaner
The Unarchiver - data decompression utility
Wallpaper Wizard - Mac wallpapers tool
Encrypto - AES-256 encryption tool



Why a Mac Cleaner?
• Experts recommend such an app to 

avoid glitches, bugs, or slowdowns 

• Speeds up your mac 

• Uninstalls unwanted apps 

• Keeps online activities private 

• Frees up storage space 

• Gets rid of malware 

The reality is that our macs tend to get bloated over time.

There a number of paid and free products:
MacKeeper 5 (some have indicated this has a malware component and should be avoided)
AVG Cleaner 
CleanMyMac X
Cleaner One Pro  
CCleaner
Onyx
DaisyDisk 
Disk Doctor Pro
MacCleaner Pro
 
FAQ
Do Mac cleaners really work?  
Mostly, Mac junk cleaners can help you to free up space on your Mac. They can find unneeded data that would take much longer to find manually. And with 
older Macs, deleting junk files can also lead to noticeable performance improvements.  
Will a Mac cleaner slow down my Mac?
If your Mac is very old, some of the larger cleaning applications may cause some drag if they’re set to run constantly in the background. However, the 
majority of Macs will be fine. Most Mac cleaning software is designed to be undemanding in terms of system resources.  
Are Mac cleaner apps safe to use?
With anything that finds and deletes files, there is always a chance that something important could be trashed by mistake. That could cause system 
instability or other problems. Thankfully, specialist Mac cleaning software knows which files are junk and which are not.  



Which is the best Mac cleaner on the market?
Choosing the best Mac cleaning software depends on exactly what you’re looking for and what your budget is. You simply want a free tool for occasional 
cleaning. Or you might want a feature-packed app with security features. In any case, you have plenty of options.
 



Is it Safe to Use?

• Yes, Apple-Notarized (confirmed that 
there are no viruses or malware) 

• Will not delete files without your specific 
approval 

• Scans your system and removes 
viruses, adware, spyware 

• Fully respects “Do no harm”

Today we are focussing on CleanMyMac X, which is most certainly safe to use.



Smart Scan

You will need to allow access to certain folders e.g. downloads, documents, desktop.  You will receive prompts for these during your first run.

You can generally find more junk if you grant CleanMyMac full disk access.

There is great appeal with this “single button” Smart Scan simplicity.



Smart Scan Modules

This presentation is mix of screenshots from the MacPaw web site and my own copy of CleanMyMac.



Smart Scan Progress

This is a screenshot from my own computer.

The initial Smart Scan may take a while depending how large or full your disk is.

You may be prompted to install some helpers during the first run.



Smart Scan Outcome

After a Smart Scan you can decide which elements you would like to delete, or not.

You can invoke speed tasks manually by clicking on side bar items, or just hit run to do them automatically.  Safari needs to be closed when this action 
takes place and the program will do this on your behalf.

After a cleanup, you can view the log to see which particular actions have been completed.



Potential Improvements



Assistant Recs

The Assistant may recommend a Deep Scan for a more thorough check of malware threats.

Gemini is $25 but there then would be a 30% discount off CleanMyMac.



CleanMyMac Menu

If you did nothing else but act on these recommendations you would be 80% of the way there.



Preferences

There are a number of preferences that allow you to tailor how the program is set up.  This example shows how to select components of desktop menu 
icon.



In Depth Scans

We will now take a look at the detailed scans listed on the left hand side.



Cleanup - System Junk

I did scan late last week and it freed up 7.5 GB of storage.  An additional 2.78 GB was removed with a subsequent scan.



Cleanup - Photo Junk

Scan late last week cleaned 893 MB.



Cleanup - Mail Attachments

Scan late last week cleaned 385 MB of email attachments.



Cleanup - iTunes Junk

Cleaned 1.78 GB for no longer owned iOS device.



Cleanup - Trash Bins

Trash Bins not only include the one in Finder but also the ones in Mail and Photo Library.  So there is one button to clear the lot if you would like that 
convenience.

I chose not to delete trash items since these are intended to sit for a bit and then get automatically or manually deleted.



Protection - Malware

Scan late last week came up clean.

You can see the last date for a malware removal scan and then decide whether you want to initiate another one.



Protection - Privacy

You’ll need to quit Safari for the Privacy scan and it will then delete your browsing history and other web activities.

There were 65,000 items in my Safari browsing history that were cleaned!



Speed - Optimization

Optimization will allow you to individually consider whether you really need all the items that are set up to automatically launch.

Deleted some hung applications.  There are also lists of login items, launch agents and heavy consumers.



Speed - Maintenance

Maintenance is a set of scripts that you can carry out.  Some of these were performed as part of the Smart Scan.  There are also some tasks to free up 
purgeable disk space.

7 tasks completed.



Applications - Uninstaller

It also does a really good job of uninstalling applications and all of the accessory items that goes with each one.  

You can sort your applications by name or size.  The Microsoft ones are generally at the top.

It will also display the leftover files of apps that were uninstalled manually.

When you have completed your selection, click uninstall and CleanMyMac will securely perform this operation.

I generally prefer to do this individually.



Applications - Udpater

You can update apps from CleanMyMac rather than going through the App Store.

I prefer to do this individually.



Applications - Extensions

We can also remove or disable extensions safely.

I’m cautious in removing extensions.



Space Lens Scan

This is a handy means of visually displaying your files in order of size.



Space Lens Progress



Space Lens Outcome

You get a linear file name and graphical representation of your storage displayed in order of decreasing size.

You can click on any folder to see the component details within.

You should check your downloads folder and get rid of those files that you no longer require.  Do final review of List Selected before clicking Remove.  
They are not going into your trash but will be gone forever.



Free Trial Version
• You can try for free before making any 

purchase 

• Trial mode has limitations but its free 
features are still helpful 

• Unlimited scans, remove up to 500 MB 
junk, improve speed up to 2 X 

• Malware removal, delete junk files 
manually

The main limitation is the shared 500 MB limit across all modules.

You should be aware that virtually all of the functions could be performed manually by a tech savvy individual.  The beauty of CleanMyMac is its single 
button simplicity.



Subscription Pricing

Discounts available if your are migrating from a competitive product (50%) or have other MacPaw products (30%).

The MacPaw Store and Setapp versions of CleanMyMac X slightly differ from the App Store one. In particular, the application review guidelines of Apple 
don’t permit some of CleanMyMac X features, so we had to either revise or step back from them. Nevertheless, this edition of the app still includes an 
impressive bunch of cleanup and optimization tools. 

If you want nothing less than an “uncensored” CleanMyMac X, follow millions of Mac users worldwide and choose either the MacPaw Store or Setapp. 



One-Time Pricing

The one-time price point is set at two years of subscription pricing.



TechArrival review, 2017.



Software Advice review, April 2022



Other Considerations
Pros 

• Excellent suite of cleaning tools for mac 

• Slick user interface and easy to use 

Cons 

• Malware removal is perhaps not as 
comprehensive as it could be 

• App Updater missed some updates

Malwarebytes tends to be more thorough.

Some are not keen on the subscription model.



Bottom Line

This tool is worthwhile and can 
make your mac sing and dance  a 
little better

Certainly from my perspective …


